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Schaerer at Internorga 2022 

Visitors will be greeted by the launch of the new Schaerer Coffee 

Skye, vegan coffee specialities and new additions to the Curtis 

product range 

 

At Internorga (Hall A4, Booth 300) coffee machine manufacturer Schaerer will focus 

on the customised flexibility of its machines and services in different application 

scenarios. The absolute highlight of this year’s trade show presentation: The new 

Schaerer Coffee Skye will be presented to the public for the first time in Hamburg 

as part of its launch. The latest family member of the Schaerer coffee machine 

portfolio is designed for areas with mid-level demand, including small restaurants, 

offices or bakeries as well as mobile coffee concepts for events. As with its big 

sister, the Schaerer Coffee Soul, the technical equipment and user guidance 

system of the Schaerer Coffee Skye can be easily tailored to customer needs and 

applications thanks to the special Select concept. At its booth, Schaerer will also 

be showcasing how the Schaerer “Twin Milk” system can be used to prepare a 

wide range of vegan coffee specialities as well as how these popular drinks can be 

used to attract new customer groups. In addition, Schaerer will be demonstrating 

the added value that customers can gain from integration of the Schaerer Coffee 

Link digital solution and the new Schaerer Prisma API. Also making its début in 

Hamburg is the range of professional filter coffee machines from US manufacturer 

Wilbur Curtis. In this arena, Schaerer will, among other things, be presenting the 

Curtis G4 ThermoProX Twin and Curtis G4 Gemini IntelliFresh Twin filter coffee 

concepts, which are now available for the first time on the German and Austrian 

markets, as well as the Curtis G4 Omega high-performance coffee brewing system. 

 

Schaerer Coffee Skye 

With the launch of the Schaerer Coffee Skye at Internorga, the Swiss coffee machine 

manufacturer will be giving trade show visitors a preview of what Schaerer customers can 

look forward to in 2022: The Schaerer Coffee Skye is the second machine in the 

Schaerer product range that, thanks to the Select concept, is geared precisely to the 

individualised needs of the customer. Designed for medium demand, it is particularly well 

suited for small to medium-sized businesses. "The Schaerer Coffee Skye not only stands 

for flexibility in the choice of technical equipment and the optimal operating mode. Thanks 

to its compact design and the integrated water tank, the Schaerer Coffee Skye can be 

used to serve the entire range of high-quality coffee specialties practically anywhere there 

is a power connection. We are very pleased to present the Schaerer Coffee Skye in its 

launch at Internorga”, says Hansjürg Marti, Managing Director of Schaerer Deutschland 

GmbH and Director of Sales & Service at Schaerer AG.  
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Vegan coffee specialities 

Coffee is no longer just a stimulant — it’s a beverage that complements your lifestyle and 

underlines your individuality. A current example of this is the growing demand, especially 

among younger coffee drinkers, for vegan coffee specialities featuring oat, almond, or soy 

drinks. The Schaerer “Twin Milk” system available for the Schaerer Coffee Soul with the 

Select concept makes it possible to expand the beverage menu to include these popular 

alternatives to classic coffee favourites such as cappuccinos and latte macchiatos. The 

“Twin Milk” system has two 4.5-litre milk containers, meaning cow’s milk can be stored in 

one container and a plant-based drink in the other. When the coffee speciality is selected, 

the right type is automatically used and flows into the cup at the desired temperature and 

with the perfect foam consistency. At Internorga, visitors can experience for themselves 

the incredible taste and consistency of the vegan creations prepared with a fully 

automatic machine.  

 

Expanding the digital toolbox 

When purchasing professional coffee machines, networking is playing an increasingly 

important role. Coffee machine manufacturer Schaerer is one of the pioneers in the 

industry when it comes to digitalizing coffee machine operations. With the Schaerer 

Prisma, the company is adding to its digital toolbox a customizable API (application 

programming interface) that makes it possible to easily connect Schaerer coffee 

machines to customer-specific apps, software solutions and systems (e.g. CRM or ERP). 

The Schaerer Prisma opens up almost unlimited possibilities for customers to use digital 

functions to improve their coffee operations. Examples are connecting to apps for 

ordering and payment as well as the creating loyalty programs and operating coffee 

machines in unmanned convenience stores. In addition to its ability to adapt to individual 

IT infrastructures and customer requirements, the Schaerer Prisma also functions as a 

local connection that enables significantly faster data transfer than cloud-based APIs. 

 

New additions to the Wilbur Curtis range of filter coffee machines 

The professional Wilbur Curtis filter coffee machines meet the highest standards of 

beverage quality and filter coffee service. In Hamburg, visitors to the Schaerer booth will 

have the chance to really get to know the Curtis philosophy and its powerful range of 

machines. The focus is on three solutions that expand the existing range to include 

brewing systems for particularly high coffee output. The Curtis G4 ThermoProX Twin and 

the Curtis G4 Gemini IntelliFresh Twin offer twice the capacity of their smaller sister 

models thanks to two containers and two brewing groups. This makes possible peak 

outputs of up to 113 litres of filter coffee an hour, meaning both concepts are ideal for 

areas with high guest volumes, including petrol stations, self-service restaurants or 

bakeries in busy locations. The Curtis G4 Omega high-performance coffee brewing 

system is perfect for hotels, catering, banqueting events or group catering in hospitals 

and retirement homes with high standards of filter coffee quality. The performance data of 

the Curtis G4 Omega speaks for itself: 113 litres of filter coffee can be brewed an hour, as 

the large stainless steel container holds 25 litres per brew. In all three new products, the 

G4 digital control system takes coffee preparation to a completely new technological level 

and also simplifies the preparation and dispensing of aromatic filter coffee. The 
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combination of intuitive operation with the icon-controlled user interface, flexible 

programming and real-time feedback ensures process reliability and consistently high 

coffee quality. Individual taste profiles can also be defined and saved. 

 

 
The new Schaerer Coffee Skye will be presented to the public for the first time in Hamburg as part of its launch. 

 

Image availability 

You can find downloadable image material on our media portal press-n-relations.amid-

pr.com (search term “Schaerer Internorga 2022”). I would of course be happy to email 

you the files as well. Contact: nfo@press-n-relations.de 

 

 

Schaerer AG 

Founded in 1892 and headquartered in Zuchwil, Switzerland, Schaerer AG is one of the world’s 

leading manufacturers of fully automated professional coffee machines. As a traditional company with 

many years of history, the Schaerer brand stands for Swiss values combined with an in-depth 

knowledge of coffee. The company expresses these brand attributes with the company logo “swiss 

coffee competence” and experiences them equally in its product development and in the Coffee 

Competence Centre, Schaerer’s own coffee expertise and training centre in Zuchwil. Moreover, 

Schaerer is characterised by extreme flexibility with the guiding principle “We love it your way” — be 

it in reference to customer requests, customer-specific products and large orders or the product 

range which offers the customer a wide range of customised configuration options. Customer-

 

Further information: 

Schaerer AG 
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oriented and with extensive coffee knowledge, Schaerer supports customers of any size all over the 

world in offering their guests the highest level of coffee enjoyment.  

 

Schaerer has been part of WMF since 2006 and of the French consortium Groupe SEB since the end 

of 2016. All B2B brands of the Group are bundled in the “SEB PROFESSIONAL” consolidated sales 

organisation. In addition to Schaerer, it includes the WMF and Wilbur Curtis coffee machine brands 

as well as the Professional Hotel Equipment division with the WMF Professional and HEPP brands. 

 

Schaerer Deutschland GmbH 

In 1993, Schaerer Deutschland GmbH was founded as the very first subsidiary of Schaerer AG. 

The team around Managing Director Hansjürg Marti supports a total of 120 sales and service 

partners in Germany and Austria. Customers include companies in the restaurant and hotel sector 

as well as establishments such as bakeries, chain shops and offices. The company has been 

operating out of Lonsee-Urspring since 2009. Alongside its own machines, Schaerer Deutschland 

GmbH also sells professional coffee machines from Wilbur Curtis in Germany and Austria. 

 

Wilbur Curtis 

US company Wilbur Curtis has been developing professional filter coffee machines, tea brewing 

systems and speciality beverage machines since its founding in 1941. Thanks to its distinctive 

culture of innovation with foresight for the demands of the market, the family-owned company is 

currently the second largest American manufacturer in this sector, and also one of the leading 

players in this industry worldwide. Since 2019, Wilbur Curtis has been part of the Group SEB 

Professional Coffee Machines Division. 

 

Curtis has been developing new technologies for a special coffee experience since the very 

beginning. It supports operators in offering consistent coffee quality while simplifying service 

processes. Innovative technology offers customers maximum flexibility and process reliability. 

Sustainable action for the environment and the responsible use of resources are also deeply rooted 

in the corporate philosophy. Curtis has been living in line with the three R’s: “Reduce, Reuse & 

Recycle” in all areas of business — from manufacturing and warehousing to administration — since 

1941.  
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